In this paper we introduce the notions of weak Yang-Baxter operator and weak braided Hopf algebra. We prove that it is possible to obtain examples of these notions working with Yetter-Drinfeld modules associated to a weak Hopf algebra H with invertible antipode. Finally, we complete the study of the structure of weak Hopf algebras with a projection obtaining a categorical equivalence between the category of weak Hopf algebra projections associated to H and the category of Hopf algebras in the non-strict braided monoidal category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules over H .
Introduction
A well-known result by Radford gives equivalent conditions for the tensor product of two Hopf algebras B ⊗ H (equipped with smash product algebra and smash coproduct coalgebra) to be a Hopf algebra, and characterizes such objects via bialgebra projections (see [25] ). Majid in [21] interpreted this result in the modern context of braided categories and stated that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of Hopf algebras in the category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules, denoted by H H YD, and the set of isomorphism classes of Hopf algebra projections for H . We give the details here.
Let H be a Hopf algebra and let (B, f, g) be a Hopf algebra projection, i.e. B is a Hopf algebra, f : H → B and g : B → H are morphisms of Hopf algebras and g • f = id H . Suppose that for a Hopf algebra η, μ, ε, δ, λ denote the unit, the product, the counit, the coproduct, and the antipode respectively. Let B H be defined as the equalizer of (B ⊗ g) • [20] ). Later Bespalov proved the same result for braided categories with split idempotents [8] and in collaboration with Drabant he continued the development of Radford's theory in this setting (see [9, 10] and [11] ). Finally, we remark that a different proof of Radford's theorem in a braided monoidal category with (co)equalizers, based on the notions of (co)cleft extensions, can be found also in [2] .
In [15] , Bulacu and Nauwelaerts explained in detail how the above ideas can be generalized to quasi-Hopf algebras over a commutative field k. Given a quasi-Hopf algebra H they construct the biproduct D × H where D is a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode in the braided monoidal category H H YD defined by Majid in [22] . This biproduct D × H is D ⊗ H with the algebra structure defined in [14] and with the quasi-coalgebra structure introduced in the formulas (3.1) and (3.2) in [15] . In this way D × H becomes a quasi-Hopf algebra and this construction generalizes the one given by Radford for Hopf algebras or the bosonization introduced by Majid. Moreover, they generalize Radford's theorem about Hopf algebras with projection to the quasi-Hopf algebra setting. Namely, if H and B are quasi-Hopf algebras with bijective antipode and with morphisms of quasi-Hopf algebras f : H → B, g : B → H such that g • f = id H , then they define a subalgebra B i (the generalization of B H to this setting) and with some additional structures B i becomes, an object in H H YD, and secondly, a Hopf algebra in H H YD. Moreover, as a main result Bulacu and Nauwelaerts state that B i × H is isomorphic to B as quasi-Hopf algebras.
In this line of generalization, i.e., to obtain Radford's results for Hopf algebraic structures, we have established, in [3] and [4] , the base to obtain a new interpretation of Radford's theorem for weak Hopf algebras with projection living in a symmetric monoidal category with split idempotents. Weak Hopf algebras (or quantum groupoids in the terminology of Nikshych and Vainerman [24] ) have been introduced by Böhm, Nill and Szlachányi [12] as a new generalization of Hopf algebras and groupoid algebras. Roughly speaking, a weak Hopf algebra H in a symmetric monoidal category is an object that has both algebra and coalgebra structures with some relations between them and that possesses an antipode λ H which does not necessarily verify λ H ∧ id H = id H ∧ λ H = ε H ⊗ η H where ε H , η H are the counity and unity morphisms respectively. The main differences with other Hopf algebraic constructions, such as quasi-Hopf algebras and rational Hopf algebras, are the following: weak Hopf algebras are coassociative but the coproduct is not required to preserve the unity η H or, equivalently, the counity is not an algebra morphism. Some motivations to study weak Hopf algebras come from their connection with the theory of algebra extensions, the important applications in the study of dynamical twists of Hopf algebras and their link with quantum field theories and operator algebras (see [24] ).
In [3] we construct the algebra of coinvariants B H associated to a weak Hopf algebra projection (B, f, g) (i.e., B is a weak Hopf algebra and f : H → B, g : B → H are a pair of morphisms of weak Hopf algebras such that g • f = id H ) and using the idempotent morphism [13] and, using the bosonization of B H and H , i.e., the weak smash product and the weak smash coproduct of B H and H , denoted by B H × H , we give a good weak Hopf algebra interpretation of the theorems proved by Radford [25] and Majid [21] in the Hopf algebra setting, obtaining an isomorphism of weak Hopf algebras between B H × H and B. It is relevant to emphasize that, in the weak case, B H × H is the image of an idempotent morphism ∇ B H ⊗H : B H ⊗ H → B H ⊗ H that becomes an identity morphism when we work with Hopf algebras or with quasi-Hopf algebras.
The main motivation of the present paper is to complete the results related in the previous paragraph for weak Hopf algebras, obtaining a categorical equivalence between the category of weak Hopf algebra projections associated to H and the category of Hopf algebras in the nonstrict braided monoidal category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules over H . As a consequence we have a one-to-one correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of Hopf algebras in the category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules and the set of isomorphism classes of weak Hopf algebra projections for H . To obtain these results, previously in the first section, we introduce the notion of weak Yang-Baxter operator and we prove that it is possible to obtain examples (see Proposition 1.15) of this weak operators using Yetter-Drinfeld modules over a weak Hopf algebra with invertible antipode. In the second section, we define the notion of weak braided Hopf algebra without using braided tensor categories. We define a weak braided Hopf algebra in a strict monoidal category as an algebra and a coalgebra having a weak Yang-Baxter operator on it, satisfying some compatibility conditions. This definition generalizes the one introduced by Takeuchi in [26] , i.e., the definition of braided Hopf algebra, and the classical notions of Hopf algebra and Hopf algebra in a braided category. Moreover, as particular instances we obtain the definition of weak Hopf algebra and, if the weak Yang-Baxter operator is the braiding of a braided category, we introduce the new notion of weak Hopf algebra in a braided setting. In this section we also introduce the notion of weak Hopf algebra in H H YD, in a different way to the one used by Zhao and Wang in [27] , and we prove that any weak Hopf algebra in H H YD, and in particular any Hopf algebra in H H YD, provides a non-trivial example of a weak braided Hopf algebra (see Corollary 2.14). Finally, in the last section, we find the connection between Hopf algebras in H H YD and weak Hopf algebra projections for H (see Proposition 3.3) and, as a consequence, in Theorem 3.4 we show that there exists the equivalence cited in the first lines of this paragraph, i.e., we establish a categorical equivalence between the category of projections associated to H and the category of Hopf algebras in H H YD. This completes our previous works [3] and [5] and puts the theory of Radford and Majid in a proper categorical prospective.
In this paper the (hidden) computations with objects and morphisms in a strict monoidal category C are systematically performed with our bidimensional notation in the 2-category of endofunctors of C but interpreted as computations in C. At present, explicit calculations with our 2-category method, called tapestry calculus, can be seen in [1] . The motivation to use this kind of calculus has its roots in the following fact: in several examples of monoidal categories the ordinary language of Hopf k-algebras does not work, mainly because it systematically uses additive expressions with elements. This was already noted by Majid [20] or Yetter [28] who had to use a bidimensional pictorial calculus (related to knot theory) to study some (or a lot of) aspects of quantum algebra. Our point of view is that the pictorical bidimensional 2-categorical calculus based in the bicategorical formalism of J. Bénabou [7] , and developed by several authors like López López [19] and Barja [6] , is a very natural language to study monoidal categories because the tensor product can be interpreted as the horizontal multiplication and the composition of morphisms as the vertical one. From a strictly mathematical viewpoint, there is no difference between Majid's language and ours because the knot-theoretic calculus used by Majid and Yetter can be interpreted in terms of this bidimensional notation. For example, in the braided case the Reidemeister moves are trivial in this context because it can be seen essentially as the naturality of the braiding in a cobordism topological category.
Weak Yang-Baxter operators and Yetter-Drinfeld modules
A monoidal category (C, ⊗, K, a, l, r) is a category C which is equipped with a tensor product ⊗ : C × C → C, with an object K, called the unit of the monoidal category, with a natural isomorphisms a U,V ,W : U ⊗ (V ⊗ W ) → (U ⊗ V ) ⊗ W , defined for every triple of objects in C and called the associativity constraints, and with natural isomorphisms for every object V in C, 
and the equality l K = r K are satisfied.
The monoidal category is said to be strict if the associativity and the unit constraints a, l, r are all identities of the category.
We denote the class of objects of C by |C| and for each object M ∈ |C|, the identity morphism by id M : M → M. For simplicity of notation, given objects M, N , P in C and a morphism f : M → N , we write P ⊗ f for id P ⊗ f and f ⊗ P for f ⊗ id P .
From now on we assume that C is strict and admits split idempotents, i.e. for every morphism
There is not loss of generality in assuming the strict character for C because it is well know that given a monoidal category we can construct a strict monoidal category C st which is tensor equivalent to C (see [18] for the details). 
(1) 
Note that if ∇ D⊗D = id D⊗D then t D,D is an isomorphism and we have the usual definition of Yang-Baxter operator in the sense of Joyal and Street [17] . Also, as a direct consequence of this definition, the idempotent morphism ∇ D⊗D satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation and we have the following identities: 
Proof. (i) By (a3-2) and (a2-4) we have
then, composing with i D⊗D and p D⊗D we obtain
Therefore, the equality (i) follows by applying (a2-4) and (a3-3).
(ii) We obtain the required identity using (i) and (a2-2) and the following computations:
The proof of (iii) is analogous using (a2-3) and we leave the details to the reader. In this section we present a way to generate weak Yang-Baxter operators linked to YetterDrinfeld modules for a weak Hopf algebra. Then, in the remainder of this section we assume that C is symmetric with natural isomorphism of symmetry c. Definition 1.5. An algebra in C is a triple A = (A, η A , μ A ) where A is an object in C and
If A is an algebra, B is a coalgebra and α : B → A, β : B → A are morphisms, we define the convolution product by
By weak Hopf algebras (or quantum groupoids in the terminology of Nikshych and Vainerman [24] ) we understand the objects introduced in [12] , as a generalization of ordinary Hopf algebras. Here, for the convenience of the reader, we recall the definition of these objects and some relevant results from [12] without proof, thus making our exposition self-contained. Definition 1.6. A weak Hopf algebra H is an object in C with an algebra structure (H, η H , μ H ) and a coalgebra structure (H, ε H , δ H ) such that the following axioms hold:
Note that, in this definition, the conditions (b2), (b3) weaken the product conditions for the counit, and the coproduct identities for the unit that we can find in the Hopf algebra definition. On the other hand, axioms (b4-1), (b4-2) and (b4-3) weaken the properties of the antipode in a Hopf algebra. Therefore, a weak Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra if an only if the morphism δ H (comultiplication) is unit-preserving and if and only if the counit is a homomorphism of algebras.
1.7.
If H is a weak Hopf algebra in C, the antipode λ H is unique, antimultiplicative, anticomultiplicative and leaves the unit η H and the counit ε H invariant:
If we define the morphisms
it is straightforward to show that they are idempotent and Π L H , Π R H satisfy the equalities
Moreover, we have that
Also it is easy to show the formulas
If λ H is an isomorphism (for example, when H is finite), we have the equalities:
If the antipode of H is an isomorphism, the opposite operator and the coopposite operator produce weak Hopf algebras from weak Hopf algebras. In the first one the product μ H is replaced by the opposite product μ H op = μ H • c H,H while in the second the coproduct δ H is replaced by δ H coop = c H,H • δ H . In both cases the antipode λ H is replaced by λ
A morphism between weak Hopf algebras H and B is a morphism f : H → B which is both algebra and coalgebra morphism. If f : H → B is a weak Hopf algebra morphism, then
Let H be a weak Hopf algebra. We say that
We denote the category of right H -modules by H C. In an analogous way we define the category of right H -modules and we denote it by C H .
If (M, ϕ M ) and (N, ϕ N ) are left H -modules we denote by ϕ M⊗N the morphism
We denote the category of left H -comodules by H C. Analogously, C H denotes the category of right H -comodules.
For two left H -comodules (M, M ) and (N, N ), we denote by M⊗N the morphism
In this setting we denote by M × N the image of ∇ M⊗N and by
Using the definition of × we obtain that the object M × N is a left H -module with action
In a similar way, if (M, M ) and (N, N ) are left H -comodules the morphism
Using the definition of we obtain that the object M N is a left H -comodule with
Then the following equalities hold (Lemma 1.7 of [5] ):
Furthermore, by a similar calculus, if (M, M ), (N, N ), (P , P ) be left H -comodules we have
Yetter-Drinfeld modules over finite dimensional weak Hopf algebras over fields have been introduced by Böhm in [13] . It is shown in [13] that the category of finite dimensional YetterDrinfeld modules is monoidal and in a paper of A. Nenciu [23] it is proved that the category of left-right finite dimensional Yetter-Drinfeld modules is isomorphic to the category of finite dimensional modules over the Drinfeld double. Later, in [16] , the results of [23] are generalized, using duality results between entwining structures and smash product structures, and more properties are given. Definition 1.9. Let H be a weak Hopf algebra. We shall denote by H H YD the category of left-left
and we have the following identity:
The conditions (c1) and (c2) of the last definition can also be restated (see Proposition 2.2 of [16] ) in the following way: 
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii). The proofs of (iii) and (iv) are similar and we leave the details to the reader:
In the last computations, the first equality and the fifth one follows by (27) . In the second one we use the coassociativity of δ H and in the fourth one we apply the associativity of μ H . Finally, the third one follows from
and the sixth one from
The first equality follows by (27) and by
In the second one we use (27) and the coassociativity of δ H . Finally, the third one follows by the comodule property of M. 2 Remark 1.11. Using (13)- (16), as a consequence of the equalities contained in Lemma 1.10, we obtain:
Therefore, composing with the unit and the counit of H and using (13) and (14) we have 
Proof. Note that (i) is a direct consequence of (39) and if we use (38) we obtain (ii). Furthermore, if we apply (40) in (i) we prove (iii). Finally, the proofs for (iv) and (v) are similar and the proof (vi) is a consequence of the following calculus:
The first and the fourth equalities follow from the naturality of the braiding, the second one by
and the third one follows by (40). 2
1.13.
It is a well-know fact that, if the antipode of a weak Hopf algebra H is invertible, H H YD is a non-strict braided monoidal category (see [17, 18] for the definitions). In the following lines we give a brief resume of the braided monoidal structure that we can construct in the category H H YD (see Proposition 2.7 of [23] for modules over a field K or Theorem 2.6 of [16] for modules over a commutative ring).
For two left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules (M, ϕ M , M ), (N, ϕ N , N ) the tensor product is defined as object as the image of ∇ M⊗N (see 1.8). As a consequence, by (iii) of Proposition 1.12, M × N = M N and this object is a left-left Yetter-Drinfeld module with the following action and coaction:
The base object is H L = Im(Π L H ) or, equivalently, the equalizer of δ H and
The structure of left-left YetterDrinfeld module for H L is the one derived of the following morphisms:
where
The unit constraints are:
These morphisms are isomorphisms with inverses:
If M, N , P are objects in the category H H YD, the associativity constraints are defined by
where the inverse is the morphism
If γ : M → M and φ : N → N are morphisms in the category, then
where γ : M → M and φ : N → N are morphisms in H H YD. Finally, the braiding is
The morphism τ M,N is a natural isomorphism with inverse:
where 
Indeed, using (iii) of Proposition 1.12, the naturality of the braiding, the H -comodule structure of M and (c3), we have:
On the other hand, ∇ M⊗N • t M,N = t M,N because by the naturality of the braiding, the Hmodule structure of N , the H -comodule structure of M, the equality
and (26) we obtain:
(ii) In the proof of these equalities we use the formulations (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.12 for the idempotent morphism ∇ M⊗N :
The first equality follows from definition. The second one follows by the naturality of the braiding and by the H -(co)module structure of N . Finally, in the third one we use
i.e., (b4-3) for the weak Hopf algebra H coop .
On the other hand,
The first equality follows from definition. The second one follows by the naturality of the braiding and by the H -(co)module structure of N . Finally, in the third one we use 
Proof. First, we prove that t M,M satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation. Indeed, using (c1), the naturality of the braiding and the H -(co)module structure of M we have:
The equality (a2-1) follows from (21) and (a2-4) is a particular case of (i) of Lemma 1.14. Moreover, for the idempotent morphism ∇ M⊗M defined in 1.8, we have
Here we used the naturality of the braiding and the properties of the H -comodule structure of M in the second equality. In the third one we applied the equality
Finally, in the fourth one we used (ii) of 1.12 as well as the properties of the H -module structure of M. Therefore, we proved (a2-2). We now check (a2-3):
The second equality follows from the naturality of the braiding as well as the properties of the H -(co)module structure of M. In the third one we applied the equality
and in the fourth one we used (i) of 1.12 as well as the properties of the H -module structure of M. 
Let us consider the morphism t M,M defined in (57). Since the category H H YD is braided monoidal we have that
or equivalently,
Then, composing with
Then, if we use (a2-1), (a3-3) and (ii), (iii) of 1.3 (note that in the proof of these assertions we only use (a2-2), (a2-4), (a3-2) and (a3-3)) we obtain
i.e., t M,M satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation. 2
Weak braided Hopf algebras
In this section we introduce the notion of weak braided Hopf algebra, in a strict monoidal category C, as an algebraic system without using braided categories. Roughly speaking, a weak braided Hopf algebra is an algebra and coalgebra having a weak Yang-Baxter operator on it, satisfying some compatibility conditions. This notion generalizes the concept of braided Hopf algebra introduced by Takeuchi in [26] and the usual notion of weak Hopf algebra. 
Note 
Definition 2.2. Let D, B be weak braided Hopf algebras. We will say that f : D → B is a morphism of weak braided Hopf algebras if f is an algebra-coalgebra morphism and
Note that, if f : D → B is a morphism of weak braided Hopf algebras, by (i) of Proposition 1.3, we obtain
It is not difficult to see that, if f : D → B is a morphism of weak braided Hopf algebras, then
Analogously, using (d7-2) we obtain that f
Proposition 2.3. Let D be a weak braided Hopf algebra with weak Yang-Baxter operator t D,D : D ⊗ D → D ⊗ D with and associated idempotent ∇ D⊗D . The following equalities hold:
(i) t D,D • (η D ⊗ D) = ∇ D⊗D • (D ⊗ η D ), (ii) t D,D • (D ⊗ η D ) = ∇ D⊗D • (η D ⊗ D), (iii) t D,D • (μ D ⊗ D) = (D ⊗ μ D ) • (t D,D ⊗ D) • (D ⊗ t D,D ), (iv) t D,D • (D ⊗ μ D ) = (μ D ⊗ D) • (D ⊗ t D,D ) • (t D,D ⊗ D), (v) (ε D ⊗ D) • t D,D = (D ⊗ ε D ) • ∇ D⊗D , (vi) (D ⊗ ε D ) • t D,D = (ε D ⊗ D) • ∇ D⊗D , (vii) (δ D ⊗ D) • t D,D = (D ⊗ t D,D ) • (t D,D ⊗ D) • (D ⊗ δ D ), (viii) (D ⊗ δ D ) • t D,D = (t D,D ⊗ D) • (D ⊗ t D,D ) • (δ D ⊗ D).
Proof. If we compose with t D,D in (d3-1), using Proposition 1.3 and (a3-3) we obtain (ii). Composing with t D,D in (d3-2) we prove (i). By similar compositions in (d3-5) and in (d3-6) we have respectively (vi) and (v). The assertion (iii) is a consequence of the following computations:
The first equality follows from (a3-3) and (d1-3). In the second one we used (d3-4) and (i) of Proposition 1.3. The third one is a consequence of (a2-2) and Proposition 1.3, the fourth one follows from (d1-1) and in the fifth equality we applied (d1-1) and (a3-3).
Finally, we prove (vii). The proofs for (iv) and (viii) are similar to the ones developed for (iii) and (vii). Then we leave the details to the reader:
The first equality follows from (a3-3) and (d2-3). In the second one we used (d3-8) and (i) of Proposition 1.3. The third one is a consequence of (a2-2), the fourth one follows from (d2-1) and in the fifth equality we applied (d2-2), (a3-3) and Proposition 1.3.
In the rest of this second section H denotes a weak Hopf algebra with invertible antipode in a strict symmetric monoidal category C. 2
An object (A, ϕ A , A ) ∈ H H YD is called an algebra if there exist morphisms u A : H L → A and m A
The morphisms u A and m A are morphisms of left H -modules and left H -comodules and then we have the following identities:
In a dual way, an object (C, ϕ C , C ) ∈ H H YD is a coalgebra if there exist morphisms
As in the algebra case the morphisms e C and Δ C are morphisms of left H -modules and left H -comodules and then the following equalities hold:
2.5.
Let H be a weak Hopf algebra. Let A be an algebra, which is also a left H -module with action ϕ A and such that
The pair (A, ϕ A ) is called a left H -module algebra if satisfies the following equality
Suppose that A is also a left H -comodule with coaction A and such that
Then (A, A ) is called a left H -comodule algebra if the following equality holds:
Let C be a coalgebra which is also a left H -module with action ϕ C and such that
The pair (C, ϕ C ) is called a left H -module coalgebra if we have
If C is a left H -comodule with coaction C , and we have 
Proof. First, note that it is easy to check that μ A satisfies (d1-1). Using this equality we can prove (i):
The first equality follows from the properties of A, the second one by definition, the third one by (65), the fourth one by (d1-1) and Π L H • η H = η H , the fifth one by definition of ∇ A⊗H L , the sixth one by (65) and, finally the seventh one by (d1-1). Moreover, using analogous computations we prove the equality
The product μ A is associative. By (65) we have the following:
Then, composing in the last equality with
Therefore, using (21) and (65) in the previous identity, we have
(ii) First we show (71). Indeed, using (65), (18) and (48) we have
The equality (72) follows from the following computations:
(iii) The proof of this assertion is similar to the previous one. In this case for to check (73) we use (22) , (44), (66) and (18) . Finally, using
we obtain that (74) follows from the following identities:
(iv) First we prove (d3-1). Using (65), (66) and Π L H • η H = η H , we have
The proof for (d3-2) is the following:
In the previous calculus, the first equality follows by (65), the second one by (13) , the third one by (39) and the fourth one by (65).
(v) The equality (d1-2) follows from (65), (21) and (a2-1). Indeed:
The proof for (d1-3) is analogous to the previous one. Finally we prove (d3-3) and (d3-4):
Here we used (66) in the second equality. The fourth equality results from (23) and finally, in the fifth one we used the naturality of the braiding and the left H -module structure of A:
The first equality follows from the naturality of the braiding and the second one by (65). In the third one we used the H -comodule structure of A. The fourth one is a consequence of the naturality of the braiding and in the last one we used (a2-3) and (a2-4). 
Proof. The proof of this proposition is dual to the one developed for Proposition 2.6. We leave the computations to the reader. 
the equality (d4) holds for the product μ D defined in Proposition 2.6 and the coproduct δ D defined in Proposition 2.7.
Proof. First, let us simplify the second member of (80):
The first equality follows from (21) as well as the idempotent character of ∇ −,− . In the second one we used (21) and (18) and the third one follows by (d1-1) and (d2-1).
Therefore, (80) is equivalent to
Composing with p D⊗D and i D⊗D in (81) we obtain
and applying (a2-4), (d1-2), (d1-3), (d2-2), (d2-3), we have (d4) (note that we can use (d1-2), (d1-3), (d2-2), (d2-3) by Propositions 2.6 and 2.7). 2
Proposition 2.9. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 2.8 if we have the following equalities
then (d5) holds for the product μ D defined in Proposition 2.6 and the coproduct δ D defined in Proposition 2.7.
Proof. As in the proof of the previous proposition, let us simplify the second member of the first equality of (82):
In the last equalities we used that e D and m D are morphisms of left H -modules as well as (21) . Also, in the fourth equality we applied
and (d3-6). Finally, the last one follows by (d1-2), (d1-3) and (d2-1). Then
By similar computations, and using (a2-4) and (a3-3), we obtain the following simplification for the third member of (82):
Then, (82) is equivalent to
On the other hand, it easy to show that 
then (d6) holds for the product μ D defined in Proposition 2.6 and the coproduct δ D defined in Proposition 2.7.
Proof. The proof is dual of the previous one. As in 2.9 we have a simplification for (88). In this case we obtained
where we used the equality 
Proof. (i) As in the previous propositions, first we simplify the second member of (92):
The first equality follows from (21) and by the condition of morphism of left H -modules for u D . In the second one we use (21) and (a3-3) . The third one is a consequence of (40) and (13) . In the fourth one we apply the following identities:
as well as (d2-2) and (a3-3). The fifth equality follows by (a3-3) and
Finally, in the sixth one we use (d3-6) and in the seventh one (d1-2) and (a3-3).
i.e., (d7-1) holds.
(ii) The proof is analogous to the one developed for the assertion (i). In this case we obtain that (92) is equivalent to (d7-2), i.e. This definition is the non-strict version of the definition of weak Hopf algebra, in a strict braided monoidal category, introduced in 2.1 as a particular case of the notion of weak braided Hopf algebra. Of course, any Hopf algebra in the category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules is an example of weak Hopf algebra in this setting.
Note that, by Propositions 2.8-2.10, (80), (82) and (88) are equivalent to (81), (86) and (89) respectively. Moreover, in 2.11 we proved that (91)-(93) are equivalent to (d7-1), (d7-2), (d7-3).
Let 
Then, composing with
Therefore, composing in the last equality with
, H is a Hopf algebra in C.
By an analogous calculus, if
is not an example of braided Hopf algebra in the sense of Takeuchi [26] .
On the other hand, if
and we obtain that H also is a Hopf algebra.
Finally, D is not a weak Hopf algebra since the condition 
By 2.13 and Theorem 4.1 of [27] we know that
is a weak Hopf algebra in C. This weak Hopf algebra will be called the biproduct of D and H and its algebraic structure is a combination of the weak smash algebra structure and the weak smash coalgebra structure. In the case when H is a Hopf algebra, it reduces to Radford's biproduct [25] because in this setting ∇ D⊗H = id D⊗H . Also this biproduct is the weak version of the bosonization process introduced by Majid. The set of weak Hopf algebra projections associated to H and morphisms of weak Hopf algebra projections is a category, denoted by Proj(H ), with the usual composition.
Projections and Hopf algebras in
In this section we will prove that, for a weak Hopf algebra H with invertible antipode living in a strict symmetric monoidal category C, there is a categorical equivalence between the categories Proj(H ) and HA( H H YD). As a consequence, we have a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes [(B, f, g)] of weak Hopf algebra projections associated to H and the set of isomorphism classes of Hopf algebras in the braided monoidal category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules over H .
3.2.
Let H be a weak Hopf algebra and let (B, f, g) be a weak Hopf algebra projection for H . The morphism
is an idempotent in C. As a consequence, we obtain that there exist an epimorphism p B 
The first equality follows by (18) and the second one by
In the third one we used (iv) of Proposition 1.12 and finally, the fourth one is a consequence of
Therefore f is an algebra morphism. Moreover,
In the last calculus the first equality follows by definition, the second one by (iv) of Proposition 1.12 and the third one by (72). In the fourth one we used the definitions of η D and ε D . The fifth equality follows by the condition of H -module morphism for u D and in the sixth one we used the structure of Hopf algebra of D in the category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules over H . In the seventh one we applied that Π L H leaves the unit and the counit of H invariant. Finally, we obtain that f is a coalgebra morphism because
The first and the third equalities follow by definition, the second one by
as well as by (23) , the fourth one by the condition of Hopf algebra in H H YD for D, the fifth one by
the sixth one by
and by the condition of left H -comodule morphism for u D . In the seventh equality we used
and (13) . Finally, the eighth equality follows by
(ii) Note that if (iii) holds then
The first equality follows by definition, the second one by
and by (19) . In the third we used the equality
derived from the fact that D is a Hopf algebra in the category of left-left Yetter-Drinfeld modules over H , and (114). The fourth equality follows by (b2) and in the fifth one we applied
The sixth one follows by the idempotent character of Π L H , the seventh one by (14) , the eighth one by
and, finally, the ninth one by definition. Therefore g is an algebra morphism. On the other hand, it is trivial that ε H • g = ε D×H and by the following calculus
where the first equality follows by definition, the second one by (113), the equality
and (d2-1). In the third and the sixth ones we used (122). The fourth equality is a consequence of the H -comodule morphism condition for e D . Finally, in the fifth one we applied (b1) and (99) for the particular case H = B and g = id H , i.e. 
(iv) First note that
and by g • Π L D×H = Π L H • g, we have
Put
Indeed, by (125), (126) and
we obtain:
Therefore, there exists a unique morphism ω : D → (D × H ) H such that the following diagram commutes:
and, as a consequence, w = p D×H H
• h. Let α : Q → D × H be a morphism such that
and composing with ((D ⊗ ε H ) • i D⊗H ) ⊗ H we obtain that
We will to show that β = (D ⊗ ε H ) • i D⊗H • α is the unique morphism such that h • β = α. First note that, by the equality
we have
Then, as a consequence of (132) we obtain
Therefore, by (129) as well as (132) we have
If r : Q → D is a morphism such that h • r = α we can prove that
Thus, ω is an isomorphism and
is an equalizer diagram. Trivially, ω • η D = η (D×H ) H . Moreover,
The first equality follows by definition, the second one by (18) , (128),
as well as by (d1-1). The third one by the algebra structure of H . Finally, the fourth equality follows by (119). Therefore, ω is an algebra morphism.
On the other hand, we have
and
Then the morphism h = (D ⊗ ε H ) • i D⊗H : D × H → D satisfies (the proof is similar to the one developed for (127))
and, as a consequence, there exists a unique morphism ω : (D × H ) H → D such that the following diagram
commutes. Therefore, ω = h • i D×H H , ω is an isomorphism and this clearly forces that
is a coequalizer diagram. Moreover, by
we conclude that ω −1 = ω . In the following lines, we prove that ω is a coalgebra morphism. Indeed, by (129) and (122) we obtain
The equality δ (D×H ) H • ω = (ω ⊗ ω) • δ D is a consequence of
Therefore r × H is an algebra morphism. By a similar proof we obtain that r × H is a coalgebra morphism and then it is a weak Hopf algebra morphism. Finally, r × H is a morphism in Proj(H ) because 
